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ABSTRACT 

Au+Au and Au+Ag interactions are studied at 11.6 A GeVIe. Results on projectile frag
mentation and on particle densities and their fluctuations are presented. 

1. Introduction 

One of the highlights during 1992 was the realization of gold beam experiments at the 
BNL/AGS. This was the first time that nuclear interactions induced by gold nuclei could 
be studied at such high energies as 10.7 A GeV. The EMU01 collaboration exposed both 
stacks and chambers.· The work with scanning and measurements is in progress and some 
results have already been obtained. 
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Fig. 1: The mean free path of Au-nuclei in nuclear emulsion. 

So far we have been focusing on two topics; projectile fragmentation and particle den
sities in the most violent collisions. The characteristics of Au+Em interactions can be 
directly compared with those predicted from interactions by lighter nuclei (160, 28Si and 
32S ) at different energies.1 They can also be compared with results from Au+Em inter
actions at lower (LBL) energies reported by Waddington and Freier2. Although the data 
presented here are statistically limited and preliminary they do exhibit comparatively en
ergy independent mean multiplicities of projectile fragments, complete destruction of the 
Au nuclei in central collisions and complexity in He-fragment emission. The particle den
sities and their fluctuations are to a large extent given by stochastic emission from the 
participants and by fluctuations in the number of participants. 

2. 	The Mean Free Path 

In the stacks each incident Au-nuclei were followed along the track. In Fig. 1 the mean 
free path is compared to corresponding values at lower energies measured by Waddington 
and Freier 2. The results is consistent with being energy independent. The very thick Au
tracks in emulsion makes it difficult to detect small interactions in which only a few particles 
are released from the projectile. Therefore the minimum bias sample of interactions could 
be lacking events with small projectile break up. . 

3. 	Rapidity and Pseudorapidity 

The BNL/AGS gold beam has a kinetic energy of 10.7 A GeV. The nucleon-nucleon 
centre of mass rapidity for this incident energy is yp/2=1.6 and the beam pseudorapidity 
1'/P is 3.29, i.e. slightly larger than the beam rapidity 3.2. As long as we are treating data 
from fixed target experiments, pseudorapidity distributions are very good approximations 
of rapidity distributions, at least for pions, the only major difference beeing a shift of 
about one quarter of a unit in rapidity. From FRITIOF-generated samples of central S+S 
interactions at 200 A GeV the difference « 1'/ > - < 1/ » was found to be 0.24.3 Therefore 
we expect the peak in the 1'/-distribution for symmetric collisions, 1'/peaJc, to appear at: 

1'/peaJc = 1/p/2 + 0.24 = 1.84 	 (1) 
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Fig. 2: The number of participating nucleons as a function of QZD. 

The charge flow in the forward direction, QZD, has been measured in order to select 
central interactions. At 11.6 A GeV Ic the opening angle of the forward cone, 8QZD , inside 
which all charges are counted giving QZD, is 2.98°. This value corresponds to '7=3.65. 
Fig. 2 shows the number of participants, P, from the target and projectile in Au+Au and 
Au+Ag interactions estimated as a function of QZD from the geometry in FRITIOF4. '11
distributions measured in central Au+Au and Au+Ag collisions at 11.6 A GeV Ic with, 
QZD <40, are discussed in Section 9. 

4. 	Topology 

Waddington and Freier' have studied interactions in emulsion irradiated with gold 
nuclei at 990 A MeV. Because Au-nuclei with such low incident energy slow down and 
stop in the emulsion, interactions in the energy range :5900 A MeV were available for 
measurements. At these low energies they found that the gold nuclei are essentially never 
broken up into just nucleons and helium nuclei, even in collisions with Ag or Br targets. 
Only 1.3±0.1 %of the interactions have no fragment with Z>3 emerging from the projectile 
nucleus while 50 %produce two or more such fragments. We observe that at 11.6 A GeV Ic 
the Au-nuclei are completely broken up into nucleons in .-4% of the Au+Au interactions. 

Waddington and Freier2 found that the total charge emitted on fragments with (Z~3), 
Z" exhibits a strong energy dependence in the energy range 100-900 A MeV. It was 
however observed that although Z, decreases with energy, the mean number of individual 
fragments with Z~3 , < n, >, is essentially independent of energy. They found < n, > 
to be 2.02±0.27. This value is very similar to the value 1.9±0.1 observed by us at 11.6 A 
GeVIc. 

Waddington and Freier2 also observed that the charge carried by helium fragments, Za, 
is weakly energy dependent, increasing from 3.5 to 5.0 He-fragments per interaction when 
the energy increases from 150 to 900 A MeV. In Fig. 3 the multiplicity of He-fragments, 
< nat >, is compared to corresponding multiplicities observed by Waddington and Freierl 
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Fig. 3: Mean multiplicities of He-fragments as a function of energy. 

at lower energies. The values are similar. 

5. 	Two Components in the He-particle Angular Distribution 

Fig. 4 shows the projected angular distribution (8Fo;-distribution) of He-fragments 
associated with the projectile. The distribution is described by two Gaussians. Thus 
the logaritmic value of the yields, plotted as a function of 8;"0;' disentangles into two 
linear distributions as seen in Fig. 4. The u-values, given in Fig. 4, are determined under 
the assumption that the He-emitting sources are moving with the same velocity as the 
projectile gold nuclei. The high u-value of the tail-distribution tells us that there is a 
sideward communication between the participant and spectator matter. This will slow 
down the spectator fragments and the assumption, that the He-emitting source moves in 
the beam direction with the velocity of the incident gold nuclei, is then of course wrong. 

6. 	The Multiplicity of Produced Particles per Participant 

The energy dependence of the ratio between the multiplicity of produced particles and 
the number of participants is exhibited in Fig. 5 for different min. bias samples. On the 
abscissa the corresponding multiplicity in pp collisions are used instead of energy. Data 
from different colliding systems, at the same incident energy, fall on top of each other and 
a linear dependence is observed. 

< n> IP = 0.734· ncb. -1.44 	 (2) 

We can easily predict the total number of produced particles for any system by just esti
mating the number of participating nucleons for the trigger used. At 11.6 A GeV Ic we find 
< n >IP=1.085 and for 300 participants, which is a typical value for our central gold-gold 
interactions, we thus expect the mean multiplicity of produced particles to be about 325. 
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Fig. 6: Examples of pseudorapidity distributions for central events and the corresponding Gaussian fits. 

7. 	Systematics of Pseudorapidity Distributions 

Pseudorapidity distributions of produced particles from various interacting systems at 
different energies have been parametrized using Gaussian fits.1 Examples of pseudorapidity 
distributions for central events and corresponding Gaussian fits are shown in Fig. 6. In 
order not to include particles from the nuclear fragmentation, the fitting procedure is only 
performed in the region 0 ~ 1'J ~ yp and only shower particles «(3 > 0.7) are considered. 
From Gaussian fits three parameters are obtained; the position of the distribution,'1pea/u 
the height of the distribution, Pma:c, and the width of the distribution, (1'. These parameters 
have been studied as a function of energy, centrality and size of the interacting systems. 5 

In a Gaussian representation the integrated multiplicity, n, is given by: 

n = y'2; . cr . Pma:c 	 (3) 

In Fig. 7 the widths obtained for different subsamples are summarized. Each sample 
is divided into different centrality bins as given by the impact parameter, QZD, i.e. the 
fraction of non-interacting protons from the projectile. We observe that for a given energy 
the widths are independent of the size of the interacting systems. When going from 
peripheral (QZD/Zbeam ~1) to central (QZD/Zbea.m ~O) interactions the widths show only 
a (10-20)% variation. 

The energy dependence on tT is shown in Fig. 8. The variation of tT with energy is 
simply connected to the available phase space and cr can be parametrized as 

tT = a + (3 • InE, 	 (4) 

with a=O.51±O.05 and (3=O.17±O.O1.1 For 11.6 A GeV /c we extract the value tT=0.91 for 
central events. 
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8. 	Extrapolation to Heavier Systems 

The regularity of the shape of the pseudorapidity distributions can be used to pre
dict distributions for very heavy systems, e.g. Pb+Pb and Au+Au interactions. These 
distributions are estimated through the following procedure: 

1. Estimate the total multiplicity from Eq. 2 using the pp multiplicity, D.ch, at the 
energy considered and the number of participants, P, for the impact parameters selected 
by the triggers. 

2. 	Determine 1'/peaJc from Eq. 1 
3. Knowing (J' (c.f. Eq. 4) the Gaussian '1-distribution is given. 
In the next section extrapolated l1-distributions are compared to measured distributions 

in central Au+Au and Au+Ag collisions. 

9. 	Au+Au and Au+Ag interactions at 11.6 A GeVIc 
l1-distributions of shower particles (singly charged particles with (j > 0.7) have been 

measured in emulsion chambers (Au+Au) and in emulsion stacks (Au+Ag(Br»). Particle 
density distributions for central events (complete destruction of the Au projectile into nu
cleons) are shown in Fig. 9 and compared to the extrapolated distributions. In Au+Ag 
collisions the particle densities for 1'/ :5 1'/pealc are well described by the extrapolated distribu
tion while an excess of particles are found for 1'/ > '1peaJc. Also particle densities in central 
Au+Au interactions, measured in the chambers only for 1'/ >1.3, exhibit an excess over 
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the extrapolated distribution for 1'/ > f'/pealc. The Pmaz-value of 150 is in good agreement 
with the extrapolation. Contributions from the participant protons to the shower particle 
multiplicities are different in the 71-windows 71 < 71pealc and 1'/ > f'/peaJc· For 1'/ < f'/peGk no 
slow participant protons (grey track particles) are counted due to the ~-cut (~ > 0.7). On 
the other hand participant protons from the projectile Au nuclei are included among the 
shower particles and they appear with 71 > 1'/pealc. This may be the reason for the excess of 
particles with 'I > 1'/peaJc observed in the measured distributions. 

The 1'/-distribution can be divided into three regions; the target fragmentation region, 
the central region and the projectile fragmentation region. In a participant-spectator pic
ture the particles produced in the projectile and target fragmentation regions depends 
mainly on the number of projectile participants, (Pp), and target participants, (PT ), re
spectively. The particle production in the central region depends on both, i.e. on (PT+P p ). 

To illustrate this we have selected Au+Au and Au+Ag events with the same charge flow 
in the forward direction, i.e. <QzD(Au+Au» = <QzD(Au+Ag». In these interactions 
< Pp > could be expected to be the same while the total number of participants are differ
ent. The total number of participants, < PT + Pp >, were estimated to be 320 and 250 in 
the Au+Au and Au+Ag interactions, respectively. The measured 'I-distributions are com
pared in Fig. 10. As seen the particle densities are the same in the projectile fragmentation 
region. The ratio of the densities in the central region is 1.25 close to the ratio between the 
the number of participants which is < PT+Pp >Au+Au / < Px+Pp >Au+Ag=320/250=1.28. 

10. Fluctuations 

Fig. 11 shows the chamber event with the highest multiplicity. Are the fluctuations 
seen here large or small? In order to judge we have performed a simple estimate of the 
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expexted fluctuations. 
We divide the rapidity window 1.35 < 71 < 2.35 into bins of 071 = 0.2, 0.1 and 0.02 

and study the multiplicity distributions in these 71-bins. In Fig. 12 the particle density 
distributions are shown. The source for the fluctuations which we consider here are: 

i) the fluctuations in the number of participants and 
ii) the fluctuations in the particle production from the sources. 
We assume each participant nucleon to be a source of particle production. In pp 

collisions cr(n)/ < n > = 0.5, i.e. 50% fluctuations when the number of participants are 
2. If we have as many as 300 participants the fluctuations in the number of particles 
produced per participant (nIP) will then be only'" 4%. The fluctuations in the number 
of participants is known to be of the order of 10% and is thus the dominating contribution 
to the fluctuations. Only fluctuations in P are therefore considered. Taken the global 
fluctuations to be 10% and assuming stochastic emission we arrive at the distributions 
shown by the solid curves in Fig. 12. The fluctua.tions in p can fully be understood from 
this simple estimate and no further contributions to the fluctuations need to be added. 

11. 	Conclusions 

The multiplicity of fragments with Z>3 and Z=2 seems to be similar in Au+Em inter
a.ctions at AGS (11.6 A GeV Ic) and at LBL (900 MeV Ic) energies. However the percentage 
of interactions with complete projectile break-up is higher at AGS energies. 

The angular distribution of projectile He-fragments has two components. One could 
be understood by emission from excited spectators while the other needs more complex 
production processes. 

Shower particle densities in the central and target regions of pseudorapidity are in 
agreement with extrapolations from light nuclei (0, Si and S) induced interactions studied 
at AGS and CERN energies. 

Fluctuations in particle densities in the central region can be understood from just 
stochastic emission and fluctuations in the number of participants. 
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